[April fixed coefficients, while b., b\, ■ ■ ■ are any non-vanishing elements of F and at, a'¡, •■-, any non-vanishing elements of certain fields F(p).
The question of ultimate normal forms is the question of the extent to which these parameters can be specialized by the application of a substitution commutative with S. It is shown that normalization must take place in each sum separately, that the normalization of the quadratic function E °a Qa °^ certain variables x" must be made by a substitution T on the x°, the same substitution on the x", the same on x°, etc., with analogous remarks on the sums £ ai Hi, • • •. But the effect on the b{ is the same as if we had applied to £ ba ( x" )2 the substitution T on the variables x¡J alone.
Moreover, this partial substitution on the xj may be chosen arbitrarily.
Hence the problem of normalizing £¿=1 baQa by a substitution commutative with ¿Sand cogredient in the various sets of variables is replaced by the problem (treated in Part I) of normalizing an l-axy quadratic form in F by means of unrestricted Z-ary substitutions in F. Similarly, the problem on 53«,/^ reduces to that on hermitian forms (Part II).
I. Reduction of quadratic forms * in a general field F.
1. Within any field F, not having modulus 2, a quadratic form of non-vanishing determinant is linearly reducible to f n (1) q m £ a;X2 (each a¡ an element + 0 of F).
Hence for the field of real numbers the canonical types are a n f = v x2 -v x2 i=l ¡=s+l
For s +-er, f cannot be transformed ixxtoftt by a real n-ary linear substitution; this invariance of s is the Jacobi-Sylvester law of inertia of real quadratic forms. J If, with these values inserted in A, we remove the factor a~x b~x from the first row of A, then multiply the ¿th row by a.6., and add the sum to the first row, for ¿ = 2, • • ■, n, we find that A = «-,6-'^IA11, \x<"\h («i * = 2, ••■, »).
If n = 2, we take 6W 4= 0 and obtain an affirmative answer to our question. *To reach the second determinant, replace each Pit by (tiaibobn, remove the factor a,6,i from the (i-1 )th row, and the factor a,bu from the (t -l)th colnmn.
To evaluate the second determinant, subtract the first row from each of the remaining rows, then add the 2d, • ■-, (I -2 )th columns to the first. The resulting determinant has the first row I -3, 1, 1, ■••, 1, and zeros elsewhere outside the main diagonal.
[April where r= a22a23 ■ ■ ■ a^frjjö2,
• • • o2_n 4= 0. Hence the equations Cu = 0 can all be satisfied if * F does not have a modulus = n -3 .
(ii) If not every Rt vanishes, we may set R2 4= 0 in view of the symmetry. We determine the b2k to make the coefficient of b2. in B'k vanish :
(»«a,-.,»).
We give to o22 any value 4= 0 and set bi2 = 0 (i = 3, ■ ■ -, n). Then /?2i = 0 and
If n = 3, we take 5.)3 4= 0 and obtain an affirmative answer to our question.
Let next n > 3. In B'.k = 0 (3 SSj < Jb), we replace 6(i. for t = 2 by its value and obtain Ä?. -tbiÁR'ibtk+"j:'np'ilblk}=0, R'^R.R-Pl, P'it=axa2b2xxPit, the value of P!( being initially R2Pit -P2iP2t. The present problem -to determine the bh ( i = 3, s = 3 ) so that their determinant A22 4= 0 and each B".k = 0 (3 =_;' <¿) -is the exact analogue of the former problem -to determine the bu (iS 2, s S 2) so that Au 4= 0 and each B'jk = 0 (2 ^j < k).
After suitable repetitions of the argument, the final problem is to determine the bu(i, s = n -1, n) so that |buj 4= 0 and Z-i. -i K-x \**K + °'t*KK 1 = 0, K-i. = p:^., -p.
If /?*_,, A?* and P all vanish, we may choose the b's to be any elements of determinant not zero. In the contrary case, we take
xbn Xn-Pbtn.
n -In-I n «n ' n-lti' nn-1 «-1 n-ln nn Then 5* ..«0, |6| = i?*62 + 2Pb b . + R' xb2 .±0.
If F is any field not^ having a modulus = n -3, there exists an n-ary linear transformation (b.) in F, with preassigned values of ©", 621, • • -, bnX making Ej,.,«,^}, 4= 0, which replaces a given quadratic form 2C"=ia¿xi by one of the type X^vLx2 with Ax = £*-i°4°<i" *This condition is necessary for the solvability of the C¡¡ = 3. If F has a modulus which divides I -3, the above determinant vanishes.
Call i/j, ih, ■ ■ ■, Mi-\ the minors of the elements 0, P32, • • -, Pi-12. Then must 6«( Pu&li-Pt¡3f¡ +_ ■ ■ •) = 0. The determinant whose expansion is the second factor is seen as above to have the value 1.
t It is unnecessary for our applications to inquire whether or not this restriction on F is necessary for the validity of the theorem.
3. If F is a finite field the equation axb\x + a2b\x = 1 has solutions o", 621 in F.
Hence, applying the theorem of § 2 for n = 2, we see that any form X'"=1afx2 in the GF[pk~\, p> 2, can be reduced by a succession of binary transformations to £"",' *« + axl, • Since one-half of the marks, not zero, of the G F [/>*], p > 2, are squares, while the ratio of any two not-squares is a square, we can make a = 1 or a particular not-square v.
Theorem.* In the GF\_pk~\, p~> 2, any m-ary quadratic form of nonvanishing determinant can be reduced to S'.^i35? or e^se to lL,'"=ix] + KB»i» " being a particular not-square.
4. Let F be the field R of all rational numbers. It ax = ax/d, axx\ = axdy'\, where yx = xxfd.
Hence we may assume that each ax in (1) For A = l, Jordan states in his niemoir cited above that a quadratic form is reducible to F" or Fx according as(2;) = +l or -I. This is clearly an oversight since D is the mark 1 and thus can be taken to be an arbitrary odd integer.
The same oversight occurs in DK Skguikr's Groupes Abstraits, p. 51, footnote. t A. Meyer, Vierteljahrschrift der naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Zurich, vol. 29 ( 1884), pp. 209-222. He shows that axx¡-{-1-a6aj = 0 has integral solutions x¡ not all zero If ait •• -, ab are integers +0, not all of like sign.
[Api il Theorem.
Within the field of all rational numbers any n-ary quadratic form of non-vanishing determinant can be transformed into one of the forms We first reduce Ha to a form Ha, having a'n 4= 0. If a" = 0 and a.. 4= 0, we apply the transformation £, = v., f ■ = -1^. If every a(i. = 0, we may take al2 4= 0 ; under the transformation f, = t¡t, £2 = *72 + A"?,, //a becomes /f0, with *In particular, F shall not be the field of all complex numbers x + yi, nor a field Fm,,, defined as the aggregate of the Galois fields of orders p'", p2", p*'", p*'", •••.
If in a field F of modulus 2 every equation x* + vx + v 0 ( it + 0 ) is reducible, F contains Fltl.
f In the field of all rational functions of a variable z with integral coefficients taken modulo 2, the equation x1 -z is irreducible but has equal roots. We exclude such a case o -u, since the problem is then that of bilinear forms in F subject to-cogredient transformations.
X The simplest proof follows by use of generators of the types S 1 = li + '-''i > fi = *?< and ii = -B'/i, f. = 'A a = 2,..., »)• a\, = al2p. + âX2u. Take u = (a + 0e*)/512; then a[x = 2a -bu can be made different from zero, since we have excluded the case u = 0 when F has modulus 2 by assuming that u> 4= co.
In Ha, with a'xx 4= 0, set j», = ni -a¡2a'~ r¡2, £2 = n2\ there results IIa" with a'xx = a'ix, a'i2 = a'2X = 0.
Similarly, we make every auand a.x zero (i > 1 ) and reach ffa" = ctj,^^, +/', where f is a hermitian form on r¡., fj. Hence there is an unique canonical form S^.fj.
8. Let F be the field of all real numbers and set <o =1/ -1. Then y.=+: c2, so that (4) can be reduced to one of the forms
Now r is an invariant, i. e., hr can not be reduced to h (p + r) by a transformation (3). Indeed, for ft. = x{ + y{V -1, (3) becomes a special 2ra-ary real linear transformation, and (5) becomes (6) ÉK + sí)-Ê(«i + yî).
1=1 £=r+l so that 2r is an invariant by § 1. There are n + 1 canonical forms (5).
9. Consider for a general field F the possible normalizations of a binary hermitian form h = a ( xx + ryy ), a and r in F, and each 4= 0 . Set x = XX + pY, y = pX+ <tY, D = Xcf -pp 4= 0.
Then h becomes h' = a(XX + rpp)XX+ a(f£fi+ rara) YY + AXY+ ÄXY, where A = a ( XJi + rpcr ). We desire that A = 0. For A + 0, we take p, = -rpcr/X. Then D = (XX + rpp)cr/X, and h' = a(XX+ rpp) (XX + rrrYY), r = f".
The same form with t = /"■/»*/> results if A = 0, whence cr = 0. Hence r can be changed only by a factor tt . By a preliminary unary transformation on y, we can restrict r to the series of multipliers 1, mx, m2, -in a rectangular array of the elements of F with the various distinct elements 1, «,«,, /c2«2, ■ ■ • in the first row, where the tc's axe arbitrary in Q.
To retain this normalization, we set t = 1.
Theorem. Let 1, mx, m2, • ■ ■ be the multipliers in a rectangular array of elements of F, the elements of the first row being the distinct elements kíc, k ranging over Q.
Any binary hermitian form can be reduced linearly to to a(xx + ryy), where a and r belong to the set 1, mx, m2, ■ ■ ■. Two such reduced forms can be transformed into each other if and only if they have the same r, and the ratio of their a1 s is a mark, not zero, expressible in the form XX + rpp.
10. Let F be the field R of all rational numbers. Then Q= R(e), where e2 = v, v being a fixed integer 4= 1 having no square factor.
Thus ë = -e. By § 9, we can transform axx + byy into Lxx + Myy, where L = aXX + bpp, X and p being any elements of Q for which L 4= 0. If a = ajd, a and d being integers, then axx = adzz, z = x/d.
Hence we may assume that a and b are integers.
Set X = a + ße, p = y + 8e, a, ß, y, 8 in R. Then Hence f(r) is reducible to f(p) if and only if p/r is expressible in the form BB. Theorem.
Any n-ary hermitian form in R(y/p) with non-vanishing determinant can be reduced by a linear transformation in R( x/p ) to one and but one of the canonical forms : * The case o == 0 may now be treated more naturally.
There are then solutions \ + 0, px + 0 in R ( £ ) of a3,/., + bi>tJ>i =0.
Let T -f>1ljf>l. Then L = \ becomes /U -tt=:o~1, and is satisfied by 2. = J ( a~' + 1 ), r = j ( a'1 -1 ).
(I) for i>> 0, £"='£il,-+ »"|"F"i where r ranges over the multipliers (integers) 1, mx, m2, • ■ -, in a rectangular array of all rational numbers with those representable by x2 -vy2 in the first row ;
(ii) for ; < o, £»-; tti+ptjn, -e;=1 til + e:=:+1 n, -pU", «*«« 8 = 0,1, ■ ■ -, n -1 , and p ranges over the multipliers (positive integers) in a rectangular array of all positive rational numbers with those representable by x2 -vy2 in the first row.
In the examples,* (k) denotes all primes of the form k ; qx, q2, q3, ■ ■ -, denote distinct primes ; px, p2,p3, ■ • -, denote distinct primes. Each class is composed of one or more series, the variables of any series being transformed by S into linear functions of themselves, as follows : |as,, *i« ••««< P-V P(®i + *«)« ■■■,P(x, + xl-i)\-* The integers representable by x2 -2y2 are, aside from square factors, ±1,±2,(8»+1), ( 8n + 7 ), and their products two, three, four, -, at a time. For x2 -"Ay*, they are -2, -3, (12m + l), -(12m + 11).
Fovx2 + by2, they are 5, ( 20m + 1), (20m+ 9), 2px, plpt, and the products of these expressions two, three, • • -, at a time, where p¡ = ( 20m + 3 ), ( 20m + 7 ). Torx' + Sy2, they are (24m + l ), (24m + 7), p¡p2, and their products, wherep,-2, 3, 24m+ 5 or 24m + 11. Let ax.y. be any term of the latter, i +j its rank, i being the rank of x. and j the rank of y..
Siuce the increment obtained from any term is of lower rank, the set of terms of maximum rank in the transform of f by S is derived from the set of terms of maximum rank in f by multiplication by ppx. Unless f is identically zero, ppx = 1.
But if none of the variables x appeared in the new form of 4>, its discriminant would vanish.
Hence there is at least one series of variables y which S multiplies by p~l.
With Thus «°s must equal a polynomial in p. Let these conditions be satisfied.
Then (Jordan,* § 14-16) by a linear transformation leaving the canonical form of S unaltered (not necessarily the same transformation, on the if s as on the x's), we can reduce 4> to a unique canonical form. IV. The quadratic forms invariant under a. given substitution S.
14. Jordan's treatment of the case of a field of order p, a prime, can be extended immediately to any finite field, and with certain essential modifications to any infinite field. Let F be any field.
Let p be a root of f(x) = 0, where f(x) is a factor of degree k of A(x) and is irreducible in F. If p~x is not a root of f(x) = 0, the question is essentially the same as that for bilinear forms, discussed above.
Let next p~x be a root of f(x) = 0, p~x + p. Then f(x) = 0 and x''f(x~x) = 0 are equations belonging to and irreducible in F with a root p in common ; hence all their roots are common and f(x)=0 is a reciprocal equation. Since no root equals its reciprocal, k = even = 2v, and the roots may be designated where aaß are any constants satisfying the conditions later specified, while Faßr *Cf. Transactions, vol. 3 (1902), pp. 290-292. [April are perfectly definite bilinear forms derived from those given by Jordan, pp. If rt" vanished, there would be a factor y -y~x modulo 2.
Since the variables entering Faßr are linear functions of the initial variables f( whose coeffir cients are polynomials in p with coefficients in F, Faßr can be expressed as a function of p and the £'s with coefficients in F.
In particular Faßr is unaltered by any permutation of the roots px, p\~x, • ••, p"_x, p~l¡.
The same must be true of [ Ca C"] , which is composed of all the terms of <î> involving the variables of classes C0 and Cv (viz., those corresponding to the roots p and p~x ), since <t> is to be equal to a function of the £'s with coefficients in F.
Hence the a's in (13) must be symmetric functions of those 2v -2 roots ; but the latter are the roots of E/(y + y~x -p -p~x) = 0, E being given by (14) . The same is true for any finite field, but not for an arbitrary infinite field. For an arbitrary field F we can proceed with Jordan's normalization by observing the following modifications.*
The constants a, a"", X, XrV, ■ ■ ■ are to be interpreted as a(p), a(p~~x), X(p), X(p"x), ■■■, respectively.
To prove that the argument at the bottom of p. 243 remains valid, we have to show that, for a"xt 4= 0,
is not identically zero for every rational function A. But if the sum vanished for X(p) = 1, -1, and p, then would
which is impossible if F does not have modulus 2. For modulus 2, we employ X(p) = 1, p, and p + 1, obtaining as the determinant (p~x + p)(p~x -p). The argument to make a" = 1 (top of p. 244) must now be abandoned.
For the present we allow a" to remain arbitrary, but 4= 0.
To make For case 1°, p. 250, the condition to be satisfied is now
where each a is a rational function of p + p~x. To this end we apply the Lemma. If p is a root of an irreducible reciprocal equation (14), we can determine a polynomial X(p) such that X(p~x) + X(p)= f(p + p~'), f being any given polynomial, where the coefficients of X and f belong to the arbitrary field F.
In view of (14), we may set f=gAp"-x + p-v^)+ ■■ + 9,-ÁP + p-l) + ff, (j'Binjf). 
If F does not have modulus 2 we may take co = 0' ci=i7i> •"« «V, = <7,-,, <"" = £»".
If F has modulus 2, we apply (14) to eliminate p" + p~" and get WiH?-'+P~'+i )-%*,-
For case 2°, page 250, the condition to be satisfied is now* tive with S requires essential modifications for the generalization to an arbitrary field F. The first step ( § 37) is now impossible in general. Instead,* if F is any field not having modulus 2, we employ the preliminary normalization reducing <p to £¿=ia*"x°x°, each « 4= 0. Although a)x is not necessarily unity, the argument in § § 38-40 holds after an evident modification, so that we reach 
